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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a hidden Markov model-based static and dy-
namic 3D gesture recognition system. The shape and position
of the hands, segmented and tracked using a novel 3D statistical
model for the upper body in stereo sequences, are used as obser-
vation vectors. The upper body model allows for accurate 3D lo-
calization of the hands in the presence of partial occlusions, self
occlusions and different illumination conditions. The accuracy of
our approach is reflected by the performance of our 3D gesture
based editing system, that reaches 96% over 12 dynamic gestures
and four static gestures.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years gesture recognition became an active research area
with many applications for human computer interfaces [5], [10],
sign language understanding [8], industrial control [6] or en-
tertainment [2], [9]. A robust gesture recognition system must
be able to recognize gestures independent of the scene, the user’s
pose, or the illumination conditions.

In this paper we describe a gesture-based 3D editing system
that is able to interpret both static (gestures determined by the hand
shape) [7], [1], and dynamic gestures (gestures determined by
the hands trajectories) [5], [10], [8], [2]. Unlike previous ap-
proaches [10], in our system both static and dynamic gestures are
modeled using hidden Markov models (HMM). A novel 3D statis-
tical model is used to segment and track the upper body from stereo
sequences. The accurate location of the hands in the 3D space gen-
erates a robust set of observations for the HMM-based static and
dynamic gesture recognition system. The use of dense disparity
maps together with colors increases considerably the robustness of
our system to variations in illumination conditions. It also reduces
the inherent depth ambiguity present in 2D images and therefore
enables accurate segmentation under partial occlusions and self-
occlusions. Recently, consumer-level stereo cameras are becoming
more commonplace and the performance of personal computers is
approaching the threshold where stereo computation can be done
at reasonable frame rates.1 As a result, robust techniques based
on the use of stereo images and the depth information, have been
already considered for various applications such as pointing [4],
tracking [3], or static gesture recognition [1].

1For example, stereo camera produced and sold by Point Grey Re-
search, Inc. running on 1.5GHz PentiumTM 4 can compute 320x240 dis-
parity maps at 11 frames per second.

2. THE UPPER BODY MODEL

In this section we present an upper body model that describes
the foreground pixels in the image. The foreground pixels rep-
resent the pixels in the image for which the depth information is
available and that are closer to the camera than a fixed distance
threshold. This disparity-based segmentation is significantly more
robust to non-stationary background or variations in illumination
than color based segmentation methods. Figure 1(b) shows the re-
sult of the disparity-based background segmentation for the image
in Figure 1(a). The statistical upper body model for the foreground
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Figure 1: The original image and the same image after the
disparity-based background subtraction.

pixels consists of a set of planar components describing the torso
and the arms and a set of Gaussian components representing the
head and the hands. Throughout the paper, we refer to the parame-
ters of the mth planar components as �m and the parameters of the
nth Gaussian components as �n. In addition we will refer to the set
of planar and Gaussian components as the states of the upper body
model 
 = f�m; �ng, m = 1; 2; 3 and n = 1; 2; 3. The fore-
ground observation vector Oi;j corresponding to the pixel in the
ith row and jth column in the image consists of the three dimen-
sional position of the pixel as obtained from the disparity maps
O
d
i;j = fx; y; zgi;j and its color in the image space Oc

i;j . We
found that using the hue value extracted from the HSV color space
is sufficient to robustly describe the data and keeps a low compu-
tational complexity of the model. Formally, Oi;j = [Od

i;j ;O
c
i;j ]

is obtained through the concatenation ofOd
i;j and Oc

i;j .
The probability of the observation vectorOi;j given one of the

Gaussian components is:

P (Oi;j j�) = 1

(2�)D=2jCj1=2 exp[�
1

2
(Oi;j � �)TC�1(Oi;j � �)] (1)



where the mean vector � and the covariance matrix C are the pa-
rameters of the Gaussian components � = (�;C), and D = 4 is
the size of the observation vector.

Since the color distribution and the 3D position can be consid-
ered independent random variables, the probability of the observa-
tion vectorsOi;j given the planar components can be decomposed
as:

P (Oi;j j�) = P (Od
i;j j�)P (Oc

ij j�) (2)

In our method, for simplification, P (Oc
i;j j�) is described by a uni-

form distribution over the entire range of hue values [1, . . . , 255].
The probability of the observation Od

i;j given the planar compo-
nent � is defined by the following planar pdf:

P (Od
ij j�) = 1p

2��2z
exp(� (zij � (axij + byij + c))2

2�2
) (3)

From the above equation it can be seen that the planar pdf de-
scribes in fact a Gaussian distribution with mean � = axij+byij+
c and variance �2z . Unlike the Gaussian distribution, the mean �
for the planar distribution varies depends on the coordinates of the
observation vector (i; j). Throughout this paper, the parameters of
the planar components are defined as � = (a; b; c; �z

2).
Assuming that all the observation vectors in the foreground

region F are independent, the probability of the sequence of fore-
ground observation vectors OF given the upper body model 
 is
defined as:

P (OF j
) =
Y

i;j2 F

f
3X

m=1

P0;�m(Oi;j)P (Oi;j j�m) +

3X
n=1

P0;�n(Oi;j)P (Oi;j j�n) + ui;jg (4)

where ui;j is a uniform distribution that models the image noise
and P0;�m and P0;�n are the a priori probabilities of the planar
and Gaussian states of the upper body model.

3. THE ESTIMATION OF THE UPPER BODY MODEL
PARAMETERS

The optimal set of parameters for the upper body model, described
in Equation 4, are obtained through the EM algorithm by setting
the derivatives of EfP (OF j
) log P (OF j
)g with respect to the
model parameters 
 to zero. In the E step of the algorithm the a
posteriori probabilities of the states of the model s = f�k; �k; k =
1; 2; 3g given the observed data are computed as follows:

i;j(s) =
P0;s(Oi;j)P (Oi;j js)

P (Oj
) (5)

In the M step, the re-estimated parameters of the Gaussian compo-
nents, are obtained from:

~� =
X

all i;j2 F

i;j(�)Oi;jP
all s

i;j(s)
(6)

~C =
X

all i;j2 F

i;j(�)(Oi;j � �)(Oi;j � �)TP
all s

i;j(s)
(7)

Since in our approach the color observation has a uniform distri-
bution for the planar components it can be disregarded from the
estimation of the planar component parameters. The re-estimated
parameters for the planar components ~� = f~a;~b; ~c; ~�zg are ob-
tained by solving the following M-step equations:

~a =
CyyCxz � CyzCxy

CyyCxx � C2
xy

(8)

~b =
Cyz � ~aCxy

Cyy
(9)

~c = �z � ~a�x � ~b�y (10)

~�2 =
X

all i;j2F

(z � ~ax� ~by � ~c)i;j(�)P
all s

i;j(s)
(11)

where the mean vector �
�
= [�x; �y; �z]

T , and the covariance
matrixC�

C� =

 
Cxx Cxy Cxz

Cyx Cyy Cyz

Czx Czy Czz

!
(12)

are obtained from:

�
�
=

X
all i;j2F

i;j(�)O
d
i;jP

all s
i;j(s)

(13)

C� =
X

all i;j2F

i;j(�)(O
d
i;j � �)(Od

i;j � �)TP
all s

i;j(s)
(14)

The EM algorithm is repeated until convergence, i.e. untilP (OF j
)
at consecutive iteration falls below a convergence threshold.

4. INITIALIZATION OF THE UPPER BODY MODEL

Since the EM algorithm, applied in the previous section to our
upper body model, is in essence a local optimization algorithm, its
convergence to the global solution depends heavily on the initial
estimate of the model parameters. To obtain a robust set of initial
estimates of the parameters, a simplified model, derived from the
upper body model is applied locally to an image region R. The
simplified image model used for the estimation of the parameters
of each state of the upper body model assumes that all pixels in
the image region R, are generated by either the state s of the upper
body model or by a ”residual” class of uniform distribution ui;j .
Assuming that the foreground observation vectors in region R are
independent random variables, the probability of the sequenceOR

in a region R is given by:

P (OR) =
Y

all i;j2R

fP (Oij js) + ui;jg (15)

The parameters of the model state s are re-estimated using the EM
algorithm. In the E step the a posteriori probability i;j(s) is com-
puted from

i;j(s) =
P (Oi;j js)

P (Oi;j js) + ui;j
(16)
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Figure 2: Results of torso (a) and head (b) segmentation.

In the M step the Gaussian and the planar components are re-
estimated using the equations Equations 6, 7 and respectively Equa-
tions 8- 14. Given the re-estimated state parameters all pixels for
which P (Oi;j js) > ui;j , are assigned to the state s. The ini-
tialization step is in essence a sequence of two-class classification
problems, with a well defined order, repeated for each component
of the model. The data assigned to the residual class becomes the
input to the next classification step where it is re-assigned to the
next body component or becomes a part of the new residual class.
This process is repeated until all the data is classified or until all
the upper body components are initialized.

4.1. Torso Segmentation

The first component to be segmented is the torso plane. The posi-
tion of the torso determines, based on the natural structure of the
upper body, the regions of search for the remaining components of
our model. Figure 2(a) shows an example of the torso segmenta-
tion obtained via the EM algorithm for the simplified image model
applied to all the foreground pixels. It can be seen that the arm is
well rejected from the torso plane, which justifies in fact our ap-
proach of using planar distribution for torso modeling instead of
Gaussian blobs. From the same example it can be seen that the
head and some regions of the background are included in the torso
plane. This is due to the fact that although a planar model describes
better the torso than a Gaussian blob, it lacks the size constraints
of a Gaussian distribution. One essential condition for the conver-
gence of the above EM algorithm to the correct set of parameters
is that the torso represents the largest region of the upper body.
Under a large variety of situations, excluding strong occlusions of
the torso by the arms, this condition is met.

4.2. Head segmentation

The parameters of the head are initialized by applying the EM al-
gorithm for the simplified Gaussian model to the region above the
torso. However, it is often possible that the head is included in the
torso plane (Figure 2.a) and the area above the torso contains a
small number of noisy points. In this case, the system looks for
the head in the upper region of the torso. The size of the region
where the simplified Gaussian model is applied is calculated from
the distance and orientation of the torso plane from the camera,
and the average size of heads in real coordinates. Figure 2(b) il-
lustrates the head segmentation results for the original image in
Figure 1(a).

4.3. Arm Segmentation

The regions of search for left and right arm consist of pixels on the
left and right side of the torso center that were not previously as-
signed to the torso or head. Although a more sophisticated model
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Figure 3: Results of the left arm (a) and left hand (b)segmentation.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Example of hand segmentation results for four static
gestures: (a) ”v” sign , (b) stop, (c) thumb up, (d) thumb down.

(including a set of two linear density functions) can better describe
the arms, we found that for our application, the planar components
model the arms with reasonable accuracy while preserving the nat-
ural degrees of freedom in the arm motion. Figure 3.(a) illustrates
the results of the left arm segmentation via the EM algorithm for
the simplified planar components. As expected the number of pix-
els assigned to the right arm fall below the noise threshold, and
consequently the right arm is not found.

4.4. Hand Segmentation

Several approaches to hand gesture recognition use a priori infor-
mation about the skin color to detect the hands or face in an image
[10], [5]. However, these approaches often fail in environments
characterized by strong variations in illumination conditions. Our
approach to hand segmentation is performed in the following steps.
First, all the foreground pixels, not assigned to the head or torso
and that have hue values close to the head hue statistics are as-
signed to the hand regions. In the second step, the parameters of
the left and right hand are estimated from the EM algorithm for the
simplified Gaussian model applied to the left and right side regions
of the torso. The EM algorithm is initialized using the statistics of
the hands obtained in the first step. The results of the hand seg-
mentation algorithm for the foreground pixels in Figure 1(b) are
shown in Figure 3(b). As expected, the number of points assigned
to the right hand fall below the noise threshold. The accuracy of
the hand segmentation, critical in static hand gesture recognition,
is improved by assigning to the hand regions the pixels for which
no depth information was computed but have hue values close to
the statistics of the face and are in the 2D vicinity of the centers
of the hands. The result of the hand segmentation is exemplified
in Figure 4. Small noise regions are further removed by means of
connected component analysis.

5. TRACKING THE UPPER BODY MODEL

The initial parameters of the upper body, obtained individually as
described in the previous sections, provide a robust segmentation
of the upper body. Over consecutive frames, the parameters of the



upper body model are tracked by estimating them simultaneously
through the EM algorithm (Equations 5- 14). The a priori proba-
bilities P0;�m(Oi;j) and P0;�m (Oi;j) of the observation vectors
given each of the states of the model are calculated for the model
parameters estimated from the previous frame through a Kalman
predictor. The pixels for which

P (Oi;j jsp) > maxf max
all k 6=p

P (Oi;j jsk); ui;jg (17)

are assigned to component sp. If the number of pixels assigned to
a body component fall below a noise threshold, the system decides
that the body component is not visible in the current frame, and its
parameters are re-initialized in the following frame as described in
Section 4.

6. GESTURE RECOGNITION

HMMs emerged as a popular tool for the classification of dynamic
gestures because of their flexibility in modeling of one dimen-
sional signals while preserving the essential structure of the hand
gestures. In this paper, we present an HMM-based recognition sys-
tem for both dynamic and static gesture recognition. The recog-
nition is carried in two stages. In the first stage the observation
vectors of each example consist of the 3D velocities of the hands
obtained from the upper body tracking. In this stage the static ges-
tures are considered as one category of dynamic gestures. The
recognition is carried out via the Viterbi algorithm and the ges-
tures are classified as either one of the dynamic gestures or as one
static gesture. In the second stage of our recognition system, the
sequences previously assigned to the class of static gestures are
further classified as one of the categories of static gestures. In
this stage, the observation sequence consist of the first six normal-
ized moments of the hand [1]. Each category of static gestures
is modeled using a HMM, and the recognition is carried via the
Viterbi algorithm. A DigiclopsTM camera system [11] was used
to acquire stereo sequences of 12 dynamic and four static gestures.
The dynamic gestures represent translations and rotations in the
image plane and in the plane perpendicular to the image plane.
The static gestures used in our experiment are shown in Figure 4.
The sequences were captured over the period of two months and
therefore vary in illumination and the environment settings. All
the sequences were written to the disk drive at 15 fps at the resolu-
tion of 320x240. The disparity maps for all the frames were com-
puted off line. In total, we captured 640 sequences of dynamic and
static gestures, i.e., 40 examples for each gesture. Each of the dy-
namic gestures is modeled by a continuous, five states left-to-right
states HMM. No skip states are allowed and each state is modeled
by a mixture of three Gaussian density functions. Each gesture
was trained using 30 sequences and tested on the remaining 10 se-
quences. The recognition rate, obtained from testing our system
on 160 examples (10 examples per gesture) is 96%.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a 3D statistical model for the upper body from
stereo sequences, and shows the performance of the model in the
context of an HMM-based static and dynamic 3D gesture recogni-
tion system. The parameters of our statistical model for the upper
body are initialized and then tracked over consecutive frames us-
ing an EM algorithm derived for our specific model. Unlike other

tracking systems, that require a user guided initialization, our ap-
proach for upper body segmentation makes use of a minimal set of
assumptions of the relative position of the user to the camera. The
use of the dense disparity maps together with colors in our statisti-
cal framework improves the performance of the system by making
the segmentation robust to illumination changes and by providing
the full three dimensional motion data for our model of the upper
body. The accuracy of the upper body modeling is revealed by the
performance of the recognition system which achieves 96% on 12
dynamic and four static gestures. We believe that the high accu-
racy of the gesture recognition system presented in this paper will
lead to a lot of interesting and stimulating work on natural unob-
trusive vision-based user interfaces.

Further research will be directed towards building an articu-
lated upper body model and a more refined model of the arms.
Further we will consider the integration of the continuous para-
metric gesture recognition under the framework described in this
paper.
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